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Diary

March 4th Zoom Coffee evening
March 16th Zoom Club Meeting.
April 1st Zoom Coffee Evening.
April 20th Zoom ClubMeeting.

“Editor’s Comments”
It has been a good couple of months for the club despite the pandemic.
I have been amazed at the wonderful work that our committee and other members have been doing
to provide us with an interesting and varied program.
Firstly our thanks must go to Mike Bonnici and Paul Burke who have laboured tirelessly to put together the meetings.
Most people will not realise that they arrange the monthly committee meeting to decide what to do
then they arrange and lead as many as three rehearsals with the contributors to make sure that
everything runs smoothly.
Next there are the members that contribute to the meetings with presentations and videos.
These are quite time consuming and are normally very professionally presented.
These members include myself, Peter Leach, Derek Pollecutt, Brian Tidmarsh, Ken Horn, Tony
Champion, David Wilks, Roy Gallagher and not to forget Stuart King who seems to have an endless
supply of video presentations.
I also want to thank Paul Burke and Mike Wood who have given me so much help preparing the
newsletters.
It has been good to see more members joining us on zoom with four members going us for the first
time last month.

Coffee Evening Zoom Meeting Pilot. 4th December.
We had our first Coffee evening which was very informal and the purpose was to decide the format
of future coffee evenings.
It was decided that the meetings would start at 7PM with no fixed end time and Mike Bonnici is to
send out the Zoom Invitation.
We also decided that Herts and Beds Members could attend.
It was decided to hold a meeting on the first Thursday of each month and to have a theme for each
evening but that would only be to help the meeting along and discussions could be on any subject
not necessarily about woodturning.
The meetings would have a show and tell element loosely based on the evening’s theme.
This first meeting was very friendly and pleasantly unstructured.

Club Zoom Meeting 15th December.
The meeting started with an informal chat that was mainly centred on aircraft and air shows which
passed an interesting half hour and was contributed to by several of the members.
Nothing to do with woodturning: Paul presented a Parody on the Simon and Garfunkel hit Sound of
silence entitled “Fight the virus”.

Presentation by Derek Pollecutt:

Derek had seen a ceramic vase which was flask shaped
and he had attempted to reproduce this in wood. Not
an easy task!

He had made a bold attempt to do this and
threw out a challenge to the other members to
try and replicate it.

Ken Horn’s Workshop Tour.
A nice voyeuristic trip round Ken’s man cave
started with the outside of the shop then took
us inside showing us the tools both large and
small.
Not a lot of room but the space available was
very well organised.

There is a nice selection of timber all neatly stored and
an abundance of biscuit and ice cream boxes for keeping small things organised. How Ken keeps his weight
down is a mystery to me.
Unfortunately it is evident to me that Ken does not
make anything in his workshop because it is just too
tidy.
It is as if he has spent a week getting it ready for Major
General’s inspection.

Next Ken showed us some of his work and a
couple of nice urns that Ralph had made.
Well done Ken, a good tour but next time just
spread some shavings about to prevent the
rest of us feeling guilty.

Break:
A Christmas Cracker. A rather irreverent song presented by Paul Burke.

Stuart King Presentation:

Stuart showed us several video clips with a
Christmas theme. There were Morris Dancers, Wassail bowls with a group wassailing,
Mummers and a nice piece of a choir singing
the wassail song.

Ben’s Bit:
A big noise in the city:
Just for a change. A rendition of the “Hippopotamus Song” and I wish you a merry Christmas
from Ben the Tuba.

Coffee Evening Zoom Meeting 7th January. Theme: Containers.
A variety of boxes were shown and we had a good friendly meeting.

Club zoom Meeting 19th January.
The night started with our usual light hearted
chat which mainly revolved round toy soldiers.
The kind that were made from molten lead and
finely painted they are now made of a safer alloy although I don’t remember any of my childhood pals dying of lead poisoning.
I am sure this is a good thing because I know as
a fact that my grandfather drunk water from
lead pipes all his life and I am not sure but it
could well have been the cause of his early demise at 98 years of age.

Nothing to do with Woodturning:
A parody on the popular tune “Hallelujah” A tongue in cheek song titled Have the New Jab.
From the Marsh family with two delightful little girls accompanied by their dad on guitar.
My favourite line from this was:
“It’s not needle pricks to be scared about, it’s the ones who put this nonsense out.”
You can find this on you tube at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnbOKH9Oe9s
Priceless!

Brian Tidmarsh’s Presentation:
Brian started by preparing the stock which was
cut from a lovely piece of figured Turkish Walnut
The blank had to be perfectly square and Brian
did this with his jointer.

The piece was turned in a purpose made chuck
and the faces rounded off with a scraper. Finally
a lid was made then finished with a pewter finial
which Brian smelted, poured into a wooden
mould and then turned.

Ben’s Pyromania Presentation.

I love to burn things, in fact Peter Leach once
said that burning was the best thing to do with
my work.
I recently had to fit a 6×6 green oak post to a
house porch and had a substantial piece left over.
I put this to much use. One of the things I made
was a square bowl, burned on the outside with a
polished bowl and base.
I first cut a cube on the bandsaw then burned it
on a fire until it was well charred and split.

I cooled it off with the aid of a fine water spray then
wire brushed it. I then polished it three times with
plenty of boot polish.
Next I cut it in half so I could make two bowls.
I mounted the blackened side on a screw chuck and
finished the base making a shallow chucking mortice.

I reversed the bowl onto the chuck and cut the
bowl depression which I finished with Yorkshire Grit and Hampshire sheen.
I bent a couple of old nails and made a staple
which I fitted across the two worst cracks for
effect.

New Members join us on zoom:
It was good to see that we had some new members joining our zoom meetings, a welcome to Rob
Lucas, Bob Marshall, David Hood and David Moore.

Presentation by Stuart King:

A History of Wood Turning.
Stuart showed some of his video presentation
about the history of woodturning.
This was more than just history, we started
with a walk through turning through the ages
starting with the Bronze Age when bracelets
were made from shale and through the ages
with Egyptians, Ancient Greeks, Romans and
many other societies.
It also showed many other cultures that turn.
People turning with their feet and bow lathe
turners. We had pole lathes and reciprocal
lathes with massive flywheels. One that Stuart made himself. A truly amazing amount of
information.
Opposite is a picture of a Moroccan turner who bows his lathe with his right hand and turns with his
left hand and right foot.

Coffee Evening Zoom Meeting 4th February. Theme: Spindles.
Another good coffee evening.
The subject was spindles. We chatted about many types of spindle turning with members showing
their work from candle sticks to stool legs and a very interesting turned Spanish lady from Derek
Pollecutt. Stuart showed us his drop spindles along with many other pieces from his vast collection.

Reclaimed Wood: Ken Horn Writes.
I found a site in St Albans that has a warehouse full of reclaimed wood, it also has large planks of
oak, elm, beech, and many others.
Address:

St Albans Recycling CIC
11 Pickford Road
St Albans
AL1 5JH

Tel:

01727 568202

Robert Bishop
Our long time member Robert Bishop has unfortunately decided not to renew his membership but
has written a nice letter to our treasurer and I thought that it would be nice to share it with you.
Hi Paul,
I have been a member of MWA for many years now,
You may know that we opened Kraft Village in 2016 and besides the Chair Making Museum and Art gallery.
I have a large woodturning workshop.
I have been unable due to Kraft Village occupying my time to attend any meetings for years now and have
not been to the new meeting venue.
It is appreciated that some MWA members have visited me including Ralph, Ken, Eddie and Mary, Gian
Carlo,
Ben, Alan , Gary as well as some of the others who were and will remain more than welcome.
My wife Christina and I bought a small ancient woodland nearby in Stokenchurch a couple of years ago.
It is only 7 acres but takes up any spare time we have maintaining, planting, fencing and management etc.
During the pandemic our Museum and gallery were closed so I built a shave horse with an add on mule and
made many (40+) spoons, assorted kuksa’s etc etc all made out of wood from two big beech trees that blew
over in the April gales and I cut up with my saw mill.
On top of this and being an RPT member I formerly demonstrated at many woodturning clubs but this wasn’t
viable timewise once we had Kraft Village (and is at times a bit of a chain around the neck) but I do continue
to teach woodturning, well pre-covid that is.
If any of the above is of interest perhaps for your monthly newsletter maybe I would be happy to forward a
short article
or send some photos, whatever, if you feel they would be of any interest to the members and may be something different.
Some clubs have expressed an interest instead of their club nights of coming to Kraft Village for a Museum
tour ~ we made 4700 Windsor chairs a day here in High Wycombe in 1875!!!
Afterward view the Art gallery (including in excess of my 250 woodturned bowls, hollow forms and vases on display etc) and if time allows even a short demo. Of course this is now on
hold due to the pandemic but subject to arrangement when their meetings resume.
Notwithstanding the above, each year I pay my subs as it was good to support the club even though unfortunately I had not been an active member for a long time but it is maybe time I said thank you and declined
your offer to continue my membership of the MWA as realistically I will not get after these troubled times a
chance to attend.
I do wish you all at MWA continued success for the future and a much better 2021 and if I can ever find the
time maybe I can track down the meeting venue and say hello (as a guest) then I will certainly do so.

Kind Regards Robert Bishop RPT
~ trading as Kraftinwood.
Robert has a workshop in High Wycombe, there is a chair museum and an art gallery with paintings
and woodturning art, he offers lessons and demonstrates. Robert would be happy to accept visitors
when the pandemic has eased. I have included his contact details.
Kraft Village, Grafton Street, High Wycombe, HP12 3AJ.
Opening times 9-5pm daily, Thursday closed, Sunday 12-5pm
Tel:
01494 533302
Mob:
07968 740788
E-mail : robert@kraftinwood.com
Web: www.kraftinwood.com
See Robert’s video:
http://cdn.yell.com/cdn/yellapi/asset/vid-1382463696-86894/mp4.mp4

Member’s Gallery.
Gordon Cookson.
An Oak bowl turned with some cracks that
opened more when drying out more after turning.
A design opportunity to use 4 cut nails to bridge 2
wide and 2 narrow cracks.
The nails were bent slowly in a vice without being heated.
However, heating them didn’t seem necessary
and would have meant safety considerations
would come into consideration.

Ben Dick.
Colwin Way was demonstrating at SAW in 2019
and he made one of these pretty decorations. It is
called a Christmas Pyramid.
I thought it would make a nice gift for Julie my
wife.
It is made from beech with cedar impellers. The fan
is powered by the heat from four tea lights and that
in turn rotates a turntable with two Christmas trees
and a snowman.
Despite looking quite complicated it is an easy turn
although it is a bit time consuming with over 40
components.

Mike Wood.

It is nice to have a look at what our professional turners do.
Mike made all of the components of this chair with the exception of the seat.
The seat was made by Bates & Lambourne and the staining/colour matching and polishing was by Timothy Jarvis
Antiques.
The turned components were made by Mike and he also did
all the drilling and notching in the seat and assembled it.
The turnery is lovely and really makes this beautiful piece.

“Ben the Tuba” – a word about our Editor...
Middlesex chairman, Mr Gordon
Cookson recently called upon our
learned editor, to produce an article about his own recent acceptance on to the Register of Professional Turners.
Naturally enough, Ben demurred,
explaining that he felt this would
be blowing his own trumpet and
he is, after all, only a humble
TUBA Player.
Only?!! Mr Dick is in fact late of
Her Majesty's Grenadier Guards ( with the big hats) and a mighty fine accomplished musician, too.
In addition to marching up and down with an enormous piece of musical metalwork (and playing it
at the same time!), doubling on the double bass in Her Majesty's service when the occasion required. Not to mention performing a fanfare on the Bass Fanfare trumpet at the Albert Hall in 1975
at the age of 19. An unfamiliar instrument at short notice and in the spotlight. So, definitely, not one
to dodge a challenge...
And it was a challenge to follow in the footsteps of Mr Alan Spargo, for so many years the kindly
and scholarly scribe and recorder of our club's meetings and activities, with his inimitable prose and
expert photography - all collated and assembled into a professional lay-out for the rest of us to enjoy.
What the rest of us perhaps don't always realise is the very considerable amount of time this enterprise takes up.
Like Alan, Ben does it all himself and it can take up a day or two of his time for every issue.
It was only when I started writing this that I really took on board how much Ben puts into the club.
Over the years he has been a mainstay of all the club's craft fairs manning the stands, setting up,
transporting and looking after equipment and pulling cars out of the mud with his trusty Landrover.
He's almost always one of our instructors on club nights and one of the stalwarts of the table of
members' work at meetings and putting in pieces for contributions, setting the bar very high with
demanding and imaginative work.
The incredible wasp and the delicate flower vase are
a couple of examples. And Ben is one half of a goodhumoured/deadly rivalry with fellow enthusiast Peter
Leach. As a demonstrator he has entertained us with
the memorable “Oki Burri” piece and the tower tops
with the amazing centrifuge painting technique. On
that occasion he perhaps showed us a little bit too
much when he stripped off at the end!
Well, it was a hot night...
Ben is also a long serving committee member contributing to the running of the club and always there
helping out with setting up and tidying away at club
meetings. Ben has also been a contributor to our recent Zoom meetings.
Anyway, the point of this was actually to let everyone know that Ben was recently admitted on to
the Register of Professional Turners.
He had been giving demonstrations at turning clubs all over the south of England for about a year
before the first lock-down and was assessed in November last year, right in the middle of the pandemic, via Zoom video-link and unanimously accepted by the panel of three assessors.
So Congratulations and a big thank you to Ben.
Article By Mike Wood.

For Sale BUD Boxford 4.52 Screw Cutting Lathe
This is the package, lathe, vertical milling attachments, hold downs, gear change cogs,
Four and three jaw chucks and two sets of other size jaws, collets with drawer bar, knurling tool,
brand new bits and tool holders, spare pickalink drive belt and associated bits and bobs as shown.
Machine in exception condition, seen less than twenty hours machining. Personal visits to view I
will open workshop and leave for secure viewing. If required I can email close-ups of any parts to
those interested.

This is the vertical milling attachment which alone is on eBay for
£350. I am asking £1100 all in, no offers below as this, when checked
against same is an extremely good
price.
Paul Coxon 0208 428 6989

